Job Title:
Department:
Report to:

Web Developer
Web / IT
Production Director

About Us
Established in 2003, Media 10 is the most awarded media and events company in the UK and have a growing
portfolio of 30 live events covering design, interiors, lifestyle, and construction. As well as Media 10 being
specialists in the events sector, the company’s creative flare produces well established publications and owns a
series of award-winning magazines and websites.
We not only enjoy what we do, we love it! We are passionate about delivering the very best results in everything
we do and expect our team members to have the same passion.
What is expected of you
You are a skilled web developer who will join our team of innovative designers, who consistently enhance the
user experience of our websites.
The ideal candidate will have exceptional organizational skills, experience in managing workflows, is a skilled coder
with extensive technical expertise to maintain and update our existing websites.
Working knowledge of web applications, programming languages, and web services such as APIs, CSS, CSS3, crossbrowser compatibility, HTML, HTML5, JacaScript, JQuery, PHP, Joomla, security principles, REST, SOAP, content
management systems including WordPress, Drupal, and web user interface design (UI) is essential to succeed in
this role.
The Role

Create well-designed, tested code using best practices for website development, including mobile and
responsive site design

Create websites and user interfaces, using standard HTML/CSS practices, while incorporating data from
back-end databases and services

Testing all browsers and devices to ensure various computers can access content

Maintain updated knowledge of new and emerging industry trends and technology

Work with the marketing teams to answer/ help and create forms, pages or any other requirements

Maintain CMS updates, advert updates, analytics, digital magazines and anything digital for the web.

Meet regularly with management/editorial/marketing teams to understand requirements and determine
project scopes and specifications

Ensure software stability, support quality assurance, and perform unit and user-acceptance testing to
identify bugs and ensure production operations run successfully

Work quickly and carefully to complete small edits, develop plans for completing larger projects,
collaborate with colleagues, and suggest new solutions to improve existing websites

Create reusable templates, wireframes for web pages and email templates; manage maintenance,
updates, expansions, and scaling of each design

Perform regular file backups to local directories for recovery

Check tickets system
What you are good at

Dedication to innovative, sophisticated designs and collaborative problem solving

Working experience in Apple, Windows and Linux environments

Proven success in a project coordination role

Experience implementing and using modern web development workflows and operations, using a variety of
tools

Experience in servers, hosting, domain names, scripts

Excellent communication skills both verbal and written

Good interpersonal skills

Good team player/member

Ability to work independently and interact regularly with the wider finance team but also the commercial
teams in the business
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What we will do for you

Make you feel like part of a family

Know your name – you’re not just a number here

Encourage you to develop your skills, strengths and career

Recognise your contribution and hard work

You will get to work on the best brands in the industry

Make sure you’re never bored

Love our company parties

Make sure you have fun – because we have fun

